Bell’Arte Music Drama
presents

Thank You
Many thanks to the people and organizations that have supported
our production!
CRD Arts Development Office, Anna Cal, Cowichan Valley
Intercultural and Immigrant Aid Society, Charles Kang,
Carole Klemm, Janice Little and Gordon MacLean, Regina Musical
Club, Andy Robertson, Mars Romer, Grace Salez, Ann and
Mikkel Schau, Ruth Simkin, Patrice Snopkowski, Ariel Sommer,
Helen Stewart, and Full Spectrum Arts Society.

We would love to bring Alice’s Gift to other neighbourhoods and
communities, and would welcome hearing of any potential hosts
for a performance. If you have a home with a piano and room to seat
25 or more (or know of one), and would like to host a performance,
please contact Elisabeth Wagner.
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The play runs about 60 minutes without interval.
Thank you for turning off all devices and withholding applause
until the end of the performance.

What a wonderful gift it has been to explore the life of Alice HerzSommer! As Alice herself would have said— “Extraordinary”. Hers
is a story of survival, of the sustaining inspiration of music, and of
the beauty of life itself.
When I retired from public service, my work colleagues gave me
a basket of presents, including a biography Alice’s Piano, with the
accompanying message “I think there’s a project there for you.”
Of course, I delved into the book almost immediately, excited to be
introduced to such a fascinating woman about whom I knew nothing.
Before long, Alice’s words and life story were burbling away in my
head, so I started to write. Carolyn Stoessinger’s book, A Century of
Wisdom, provided additional insight.
By the end of 2014, I had a draft script and musical selections. Who
knew that in 2015 the Academy Award for Best Short Documentary
Film would go to The Lady in Number 6, and that many people the
world over would soon become acquainted with, and be inspired by
Alice Herz-Sommer? That award occurred very shortly after Alice’s
death, a few months after her 110th birthday. At that time, it is
believed, she was the world’s oldest Holocaust survivor.
Early discussions with our wonderful director Kate Rubin helped
shape the play further, and led to taking the script to Lina de Guevara,
in the hope that she might carve out some time to return to the stage
as an actor. Lina enthusiastically embraced the project, and began to
dedicate herself to learning about Alice.
Onstage you will see embodied the two sides of Alice—the generous,
warm-hearted, resilient survivor and story-teller, together with her
musical muse, excerpts of her favourite music springing off the
pianist’s fingers. Alice welcomes the audience into her living room,
to hear some of her stories, her music and her perspectives on life.
We look forward to sharing the inspiring life and music of Alice HerzSommer with you!
Elisabeth Wagner

Director’s Notes
Alice and son
Stepan Raphael

When Elisabeth Wagner, the playwright, and I met in 2014 to discuss the
play she had begun working on, I knew nothing about Alice Herz-Sommer.
To better know her, Elisabeth lent me a copy of the documentary The Lady
in Number 6 to take home and watch and from that moment on, I
was smitten.
Elisabeth has written a play that highlights and captures the spirit and
music of this incredible woman who lived for more then 100 years and
whose life story has become an inspiration to many.
Her simple but profound attitude towards life given all she endured, her
ability to forgive and yet be honest, her love and dedication as a mother
and grandmother, her incredible passion towards music and the creative
arts, her sheer determination and tenacity to what is important in life, are
all things I can look to for illumination when life’s challenges are present.
Those of us involved in this production are at a certain stage of life where
we are looking at how to view our latter years. Alice provides a clear and
sweet road map to staying happy and creative to the very end. Not sure any
of us will make it to 110, but you never know; it is not over till it is over!
This is the second play of Elisabeth’s that I have had the pleasure to direct
and help dramaturg, the first being The Passionate Muse: The Life and Music
of Pauline Viardot-Garcia . Elisabeth has created a unique and impactful
way to weave the story line of a character and the music they would have
written or played. Lina and I have worked together in many capacities over
a 25 year period. She has taught, directed and mentored me and when
Elisabeth asked who I could think of in the theatre community that could
play this character, I immediately thought “Who else but Lina?” Greater
Victoria has benefited in countless ways from Lina’s incredible artistic
contribution and now we have the rare opportunity to see what a fine
actor she is.

Scene from Brundibar

Finally, I am grateful to everyone who has supported us to bring this story
to the stage. I hope you enjoy the chance to sit and have tea with Alice.
Kate Rubin
Children of Theresienstadt

Cast and Production Team

Actor Lina de Guevara is Chilean-born. She founded PUENTE
Theatre (1988/2011 Victoria) to produce plays about diversity and
the immigrant experience. Director’s credits include Sisters/Strangers,
Storytelling Our Lives, I wasn’t born here, Crossing Borders, Mother Courage,
Canadian Tango, Scene and Heard, and River of Time (Uno Festival, 2016).
Lina freelances as a director, facilitator and storyteller. www.linadeguevara.
ca. Lina says playing Alice has been a transformative experience. “I’m
honored to share it with audiences in Victoria and other centres, and
deeply thankful to be part of the great team of artists who got together
to tell this story.”

Kate Rubin has been an independent theatre artist and educator in
Victoria for 30 years. Her work as a director, teacher and performer has
been diverse and extensive, from running her own theatre studio Kate
Rubin Theatre and Drama Studio for 22 years to working with many
companies and organizations including The Belfry Theatre, Intrepid
Theatre, Puente Theatre, Theatre Inconnu, the University of Victoria,
and The Greater Victoria Shakespeare Festival. Her most recent directing
credits are with William Head on Stage (WHoS) and Lawyers on Stage
(LOST). Working collaboratively on Alice’s Gift has been a wonderful
experience and she is honoured to help highlight and bring an amazing
woman’s life to the stage.

Writer-producer Elisabeth Wagner is a pianist and singer. She is the
creator of Bell’Arte Music Drama, a unique blending of theatre, music
and the literary arts. This is her fifth such presentation for Victoria
audiences, previous shows being: The Passionate Muse: The Life and Music
of Pauline Viardot-Garcia (also performed in Chicago and Regina); The
House on Middagh Street; Earthly Delights: A Day in the Life of Colette; and
Wanderlust: Songs of Travel, Solitude and Homecoming. More information is
available at bellartemusicdrama.com. A native of Regina, now living in
Victoria, Elisabeth has performed in recital as a singer and pianist. She has
an A.R.C.T. in (Piano) Performance, and is a member of the Playwrights
Guild of Canada. Elisabeth is so enjoying, and grateful for the creativity
and passion brought to this project—bringing the life and character of
pianist Alice Herz-Sommer to a theatre audience. She is delighted to
have the opportunity to play the muse and explore this beautiful
piano repertoire.

Lina de Guevara and Charlotte Ridgway in the first
performance of Alice’s Gift in November 2016.
Photo credit: Mars Romer

